


THE SENSORIAL ADVERTISEMENT OF SUZHOU

Our main goal was to give a voice back to the Suzhou River community through recognition of its 
existence, which is in the processes of being erased by Shanghai’s rapid urban transformation. 
Our installation seeks to artistically manifest the collective sights, diverse viewpoints and sounds 
of this “Forgotten City.” 

We started this recognition process by researching a name for the Suzhou community. Fascinated 
with the number graffiti ads common in the area, we combined both the cultural (Suzhou River Area)
and geographical (coordinates of area on a map) identities of this area into one logo. We chose the 
color blue for its association with the qualities and characteristics of the community: calm, clean, 
loyal, and by water.  

We then set out apply the synaesthetic process to visually document the voices of the people, 
to document the local’s perspective of their own community using photographs, and to record the 
sounds of the community to act as auditory memories for those Shanghai inhabitants who have for-
gotten this traditonal way of life. 

We documented the voices of the people by giving them T-shirts to write their opinions of the 
community on, and then photographing these written thoughts. We then gave them disposable 
cameras to photo-document their view of their community, and recorded the sounds of the area 
while navigating through its streets.

Group: Dominik Premauer, Lesley McIntyre, Ian Harrison, Lobke Rozemarjin, Alice Mela, 
   Aurora Rapalino, Yiting Wang, Chiyu Chen,Yiying Lu. Gabriel Wartofsky, Mentor. 

 





suzhou:
better city = better life



inhabitants
site overview:



site overview:



urban plan:
past

- suzhou creek developed as 
trading area

-  river used as division be-
tween factions in the city

- site sat just outside the for-
mal foreign controlled city , 
acting as a gateway area.

1928



urban plan:
present

Two contrasting environments;

- “Forgotten City”
No postal codes, poor living 
conditions, sensorial rich, old 
buildings

- Tower Blocks



urban plan:
potential future

A - official strategies:

‘integration of urban diversification’
‘prosperity of urban economy’
‘building a modern CBD in Shang-
hai by leveraging the advantage of 
convenient transportation’

planned to turn river bank into  
‘green belt’

B - potentially wont change 
very quickly

C - could be drastically altered



past inhabitants:
site overview

- People from countryside - Poor people - Farmers



present inhabitants:
site overview

- Shanty town dwellers - Artists - Tower block dwellers



shanty town dwellers:

- Nao - Street’s sellers - Children - Street’s workers

present inhabitants



artists:

- Painters - Sculptors - Designers

present inhabitants



tower block dwellers:

- Service sellers - Product sellers - Young families

present inhabitants



future inhabitants:
site overview

- Families - Business men - Artists



advertising



international street ads
most common ads 



international street ads
guerilla ads 



international street ads
service marketing 



international street ads
small business ads 



content + context:
shanghai advertising



alternative ads:
ad strategy vs. environment



people:
social context vs. human activities

Landscape:

“People’s behavior vs. landscape”



Objects:



Landscape:
People’s behaviour vs landscape



Converted:
Unconscious influence



laws & regulations
“Advertisement” as the term is used in 
this Law refers to any commercial adver-
tisement, which a commodity operator or 
service provider pays for, through cer-
tain media or forms, directly or indirectly 
introducing their commodities being sold 
or services being provided.

“Advertiser” as the term is used in this 
Law refers to any legal person, other 
economic organization or individual, 
who, with the purpose of promoting the 
sales of commodities or providing ser-
vices, is to design, produce and publish 
advertisements by itself or through com-
missioning others.

“Advertising operator” as the term 
is used in this Law refers to any legal 
person, other economic organization or 
individual, who is commissioned to pro-
vide advertisement designing, producing 
and agent services.

“Advertisement publisher” as the term 
is used in this Law refers to any legal 
person or other economic organization 
which publishes advertisements for ad-
vertisers or advertising operators com-
missioned by advertisers. 



laws & regulations
Article 1
This Law is formulated in order to regulate advertising activities, to promote the healthy development 
of the advertising sector, to protect the lawful rights and interests of consumers, to maintain the social 
and economic order, and to let advertisements play an active role in socialist market economy.

Article 2
Advertisers, advertising operators and advertisement publishers, when engaging in advertising activities within 
the territory of the People's Republic of China, shall abide by this Law.

Article 3
An advertisement shall be true to facts, lawful, and in compliance with the requirements of raising socialist 
cultural and ideological progress.

Article 4
An advertisement may not contain any false and deceiving information, and may not cheat or 
misguide consumers.

Article 7
The contents of advertisements shall be conducive to the physical and mental health of the people, promote the 
improvement in quality of commodity and service, protect the lawful rights and interests of consumers, be in 
compliance with social morality and professional ethics, and safeguard the dignity and interests of the state.

Advertisements may not contain any of the following circumstances:

1. using the national �ag, national emblem and national anthem of the People's Republic of China;

2. using the names of state organs or names of sta� of state organs;

3. using such words as the state-level, the highest-level or the best;

4. hindering social stability or endangering the safety of life or property, or harming the social public interests;

5. hindering the social public order or violating the good social customs;

6. containing any pornographic, superstitious, horrible, violent or ugly information;

7. containing any nationality, racial, religious or sex discriminating information;

8. hindering environmental and natural resources protection; and

9. other circumstances that are prohibited by laws and administrative regulations.

Article 8
Advertisements may not impair the physical and mental health of the minors and the disabled.

Article 9
Statements in advertisements on commodity's performance, origin of production, use, quality, price, producer and 
manufacturer, valid term, and promise, and service's items, manner, quality, price and promise shall be clear and 
explicit.

Article 10
Data, statistical information, investigation and survey �ndings, digest and quotes used in an advertise-
ment shall be true to facts and accurate, and their sources shall be indicated.

Article 12
An advertisement may not belittle the commodities or services of other producers and manufacturers 
or operators.

Article 13
An advertisement shall be distinguishable, and make consumers identify it is an advertisement.

The mass media may not publish advertisements in the form of news report. An advertisement 
published through the mass media shall bear the advertisement mark to di�erentiate it from other non-advertisement 
information and may not result in misunderstanding by consumers.

Article 18
Publishing of advertisements for tobacco by means of radio, cinema pictures, television, newspaper, 
magazine or periodical is prohibited.

Erecting or placing advertisements for tobacco at public places such as various waiting rooms, cinemas and theaters, 
conference halls and sports stadiums and gymnasiums is prohibited.

Advertisements for tobacco must be marked with "smoking is harmful to your health."

Article 20
Advertisers, advertising operators and advertisement publishers shall sign written contracts according to law in their 

advertising activities, stipulating explicitly each party's rights and obligations.

Article 21
No advertiser, advertising operator or advertisement publisher may make unfair competition of 
any form in their advertising activities.

Article 22
An Advertiser, either by itself or through commissioning others, to design, produce or publish advertisements to 
promote the sales of commodities or to provide services shall comply with its business scope.

Article 23
An advertiser shall, in commissioning to design, produce and publish advertisements, commission an advertising 
operator or advertisement publisher with legal business status.

Article 24
An advertiser shall, in designing, producing and publishing advertisements either by itself or through commissioning 
others, has or provide true, lawful and valid documentation as follows:

1. business license and other papers and documents related to production and operation quali�cation;

October 27, 1994, and 
effective as of February 
1, 1995

operation quali�cation;

2. documents and papers issued by quality certi�cation organs for the content of commodity quality to be advertised;

3. other documents and papers to con�rm the trueness of the content of advertisement.

Where, pursuant to the provisions of Article 34 of this Law, publishing of an advertisement needs to be subject to 
examination by the relevant competent administrative departments, relevant documents and papers of approval shall 
also be provided.

Article 26
Those engaging in the advertising business shall have the required professional and technical 
personnel and production equipment, undergo company or advertising business registration according to 
law, and only after that, they may engage themselves in advertising activities.

Article 27
Advertising operators and advertisement publishers are to check relevant documentation and 
to examine and verify the contents of advertisements in accordance with laws and administra-
tive regulations. With respect to an advertisement with untrue content or without the required complete 
documentation, any advertising operator may not provide services on designing, producing and serving as agent and 
any advertisement publisher may not publish such advertisement.

Article 29
Advertising charges shall be reasonable and open to the public, the charging standards and measures 
shall be registered with the administrative departments in charge of price and industry and commerce for record.

Advertising operators and advertisement publishers shall make public their charging standards and measures.

Article 31
With respect to those commodities or services prohibited by laws and administrative regulations to be 
produced and manufactured, marketed or provided, and with respect to the commodities or services prohibited to 
be advertised, advertisements may not be designed, produced and published.

Article 32
No outdoor advertisement may be erected or placed under any of the following circum-
stances:

1. using tra�c safety facilities or tra�c signs and marks;

2. a�ecting or interrupting the use of public utility facilities, tra�c safety facilities or tra�c signs and marks;

3. hindering the production or people's living or damaging the appearance or environment of cities;

4. within the construction control areas of the state organs, cultural relics protection units or scenic sites; and

5. with the areas prohibited to erect or place outdoor advertisements by the people's governments at or above the 
county level.

Article 33
The people's governments at or above the county level are, by organizing relevant departments such as advertising 
supervision and control, urban construction, environmental protection and public security, to 
work out planning and measures for the control of erecting and placing outdoor advertise-
ments.

Article 37
Where, in violation of the provisions of this Law, false and deceiving publicity on commodity or service is made by 
using an advertisement, the advertising supervision and control organ shall order the advertiser to stop publishing of 
the advertisement and to use the same amount of its advertising expenses to make open correction and to clear up 
in�uence within the same area, and impose the advertiser a �ne of more than the amount of its advertising charges 
and less than �ve times the amount of its advertising charges; con�scate the advertising charges of the advertising 
operator responsible and advertisement publisher responsible and impose them a �ne of more than the amount of its 
advertising charges and less than �ve times the amount of its advertising charges; and if the case is serious, prevent 
them, according to law, from the advertising businesses. Where the act constitutes a crime, criminal 
responsibility shall be investigated according to law.

Article 47
An advertiser, advertising operator or advertisement publisher, who, in violation of the provisions of this Law, commits 
any of the following right-infringing acts, shall bear civil responsibility according to law:

1. impairing in advertising the physical and mental health of the minors or the disabled;

2. palming o� as a patent of others;

3. belittling commodities or services of other producers and manufacturers or operators;

4. using the names and images of others without consent in advertising; or

5. other infringements of the lawful civil rights and interests of others.

 

Article 49
This Law shall come into force as of February 1, 1995. If any content related to advertising in other laws 
and regulations formulated prior to the implementation of this Law is inconsistent with this Law, this Law shall prevail. 



laws & regulations
Interesting points

- The commercial advertising business in China is quite young

- 2007 was the first year foreign companies could register on the  
  market in China without Chinese partners or other similar 
  arrangements.

- All forms of guerrilla advertisement and alternative advertising are labelled as 
  ‘market research’. This is officially forbidden by the law.

- For Guerilla advertising self are no/not many rules or guidelines.

- There is no law against graffiti; almost nobody has just not done 
  this before.

Conclusion

“It is not the form that is the problem, it is about the message“
references:
http://www.lehmanlaw.com/resource-centre/laws-and-regulations



A Synaesthetic Process
Team 5: Advertising





Cultural Identity: Su Zhou River Area

Geographical Identity: Coordinate of the location



BLUE // Colour Symbolism 

Peace, Calm, Stability, 
Harmony, Unity, Trust, Truth, 
Confidence, Cleanliness, 
Order, Loyalty, Sky, Water, 
Technology



Sensorium

Diagram, based on Gino Casagrande (2004) and Dr. Hugo Heyrman (2005)

Sensation Perception
(decodification & integration)

Eyes

Ears

Mouth

Association

Meaning

Synaesthetic 
Level

Interaesthetic or commonsense level

Visual

Sound

Voice

Synaesthesia: the united senses of the mind
The Synaesthetic Process



Photo Essays:
[Goal] To document Locals' perspective of their own 
community through photo-documentation.

[Method] Give locals disposable cameras to 

photo-document their view of their neighborhood.

[Outcome] Give them a set of photos to keep and take some 
for the exhibit to show as well.

Sound Journey:
[Goal] To bring back the inhabitant identities of the site 
through auditory-memories.

[Method] Give locals microphones to record their most 
valuable sounds.

[Outcome] Provide an auditory dimension to the installation.

T-shirt Voice:
[Goal] To visually document the voices of the neighborhood 
people 

[Method] Give locals blank T-shirt with our project logo on. 
Ask them questions about the area and let them write down 
their thoughts.

[Outcome] Give them the T-shirt they wrote on as a gift; 
T-shirt will be exhibited to show as well.

Synaesthesia: the united senses of the mind
The Synaesthetic Process



T-shirt Voice



T-shirt Voice (Making Tee)



T-shirt Voice (Making Tee)



T-shirt Voice (Making Tee)



T-shirt Voice (Making Tee)



T-shirt Voice (Making Tee)



T-shirt Voice (Site Visiting)



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)

“I like here because it’s a place for my development!”

“我喜欢这里，因为这里是我发展的地方!”



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)

“I like here because it’s good to be near the Su Zhou River.”

“我喜欢这里，因为在苏州河边很好。”



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)

“I like here because it’s good to be near the Su Zhou River.”

“我喜欢这里，因为在苏州河边很好。”



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)

“I like here because I’ve been living here for a long time.”

“我喜欢这里，因为住在这久了。”



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)

“I like Su Zhou River, it’s nice.”

“我喜欢苏州河，很好。”



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)

“I don’t like here, because the living condition is poor.”

“我不喜欢这里，因为住房条件不好。”



T-shirt Voice (Recording Voices)

“I don’t like here, I have to live here as I can’t afford an apartment.”

“我不喜欢这里，因为走不出去，外面房价太贵，只能呆这里。”



Photo Essays



Sound Journey

Birds

Broken Fan

Fire Burning

Hammer



Thank You!
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